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ABSTRACT

The northern Gulf of Guinea is a part of the eastern tropical Atlantic where oceanic conditions due to the

presence of coastal upwelling may influence the regional climate and fisheries. The dynamics of this coastal

upwelling is still poorly understood. A sensitivity experiment based on the Regional Oceanic Modeling

System (ROMS) is carried out to assess the role of the detachment of the Guinea Current as a potential

mechanism for coastal upwelling. This idealized experiment is performed by canceling the inertia terms re-

sponsible for the advection of momentum in the equations and comparing with a realistic experiment. The

results exhibit twomajor differences. First, theGuineaCurrent is found to be highly sensitive to inertia, as it is

no longer detached from the coast in the idealized experiment. The Guinea Current adjusts on an inertial

boundary layer, the inertial terms defining its lateral extension. Second, the upwelling east of Cape Palmas

disappears in absence of the Guinea Current detachment. This is in contrast with the upwelling east of Cape

Three Points, which is still present. The results suggest that two different generation processes of the coastal

upwelling need to be considered: the upwelling east of Cape Palmas (which is due to inertia, topographic

variations, and advective terms effects resulting in important vertical pumping) and the upwelling east of

Cape Three Points (which is principally induced by local winds). In addition to recent work ruling out the role

of eddies, this study clarifies the processes responsible for this coastal upwelling.

1. Introduction

The northernGulf of Guinea is known to host a coastal

upwelling in boreal summer (Varlet 1958; Philander 1979;

Hardman-Mountford and McGlade 2003). This cooling

process appears seasonally, between Nigeria and Côte

d’Ivoire, along the northern coast of the Gulf of Guinea.

It presents twomain upwelling cells: downstream of Cape

Three Points (48440N, 28050W) and downstream of Cape

Palmas (48220N, 78430W) (Lemasson and Rébert 1973;

Arfi et al. 1991; Koranteng andMcGlade 2001; Hardman-

Mountford and McGlade 2003).Corresponding author: SandrineDjakouré, agre.djakoure@ird.fr
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As expected, coastal upwelling in the northernGulf of

Guinea drives the productivity of the marine ecosys-

tems. Zooplankton biomass (Wiafe et al. 2008) as well as

fishery productivity (Cury and Roy 2002) are directly

linked to the major upwelling season. In addition, pre-

vious studies have shown that upwelled colder waters

could also modulate the amplitude of the African

monsoon, illustrating the potential role of coastal up-

welling on regional climate (Opoku-Ankomah and

Cordery 1994; Gu and Adler 2004).

Coastal upwelling is known to be generated by several

mechanismswhere themost important is thewind-induced

coastal divergence (Bakun and Nelson 1991). Indeed,

when the winds are upwelling favorable, an offshore

Ekman transport is created and cold, nutrients-rich deep

waters are upwelled to the surface. This is the case of the

four major eastern boundary coastal upwelling systems

(theHumboldt, California, Canary, and Benguela Current

systems; Wooster and Reid 1963; Schumann et al. 1982;

Enriquez and Friehe 1995; Marchesiello et al. 2003;

Penven et al. 2005; Gruber et al. 2011).

Besides this main cause, other processes such as

Ekman pumping (Enriquez and Friehe 1995), coastline

disturbances (Crépon et al. 1984; Durski et al. 2008),

changes in shelf width (Pringle 2002; Allen and Hickey

2010), or topography variations (Hsueh and O’Brien

1971; Janowitz and Pietrafesa 1982; Veitch et al. 2010)

may be involved to explain coastal upwelling. For ex-

ample, the works of Hsueh and O’Brien (1971) sug-

gested that friction motion in the interior ocean, due to

the presence of an alongshore current, may transport

bottom Ekman flux on the continental shelf, which

would induce coastal upwelling. Veitch et al. (2010), by

using a numerical model, found that the upwelling cells

of the Benguela system are enhanced downstream of

capes because of the variation of the coastline and the

topography.

Many studies have been made on the interactions

between flow and coastline topography such as upwell-

ing generated past capes (Crépon et al. 1984; Boyer and

Tao 1987; Penven et al. 2000; Djakouré et al. 2014).

From the experimental study of Boyer and Tao (1987), it

appears that nondimensional numbers predict the gen-

eration of cyclonic eddies downstream of capes, ac-

cording to the location of the cape (on the right or left

side of the flow and for poleward or equatorward cur-

rents along an eastern boundary). Cyclonic eddies are

supposed to generate upwelled cold waters. Following

the study of Boyer and Tao (1987), Djakouré et al.

(2014) have found, in the Gulf of Guinea, a cyclonic

eddy shedding regime. However, these authors have

shown, from an idealized straight coastline experiment,

that coastal upwelling is still present even without capes

and cyclonic eddies, rejecting the hypothesis of the role

of these eddies for coastal upwelling.

In the Gulf of Guinea, the four main hypotheses that

have been put forward to explain the presence of the

Gulf of Guinea coastal upwelling are as follows:

1) The dynamical upwelling processes associated with

the presence at the coast of the eastward-flowing

Guinea Current (GC). The Guinea Current is in

geostrophic balance and associated with a rise of the

thermocline toward the surface from the west to the

east (Ingham 1970; Bakun 1978; Colin 1988; Colin

et al. 1993). Ingham (1970) suggested that the geo-

strophic adjustment of Guinea Current and the

Ekman transport are the causes of the coastal

upwelling. However, Philander (1979), by using a

two-dimensional, simplified, oceanic model, showed

that the amplitude of the upwelling induced by the

Guinea Current is negligible compared to the

observations.

The study of Colin (1988), based on in situ measure-

ments of the French program Ocean and Climate in

the equatorial Atlantic (FOCAL), off the Ivory

Coast between 1983 and 1984, showed that the

variability of SST is closely related to the intensity

and the extension in latitude of the Guinea Current.

The thermocline is much closer to the surface at the

coast in summer, when the Guinea Current is found

off the continental shelf and not confined only on the

continental shelf.

2) The vertical pumping by cyclonic eddies generated

downstream of the major capes (Marchal and Picaut

1977; Binet 1997). Marchal and Picaut (1977) ana-

lyzed the surface isotherms between Ghana and the

Ivory Coast, from cruise campaigns carried out

between 1973 and 1974. The closed isotherms’ con-

tours observed east of Cape Palmas and Cape Three

Points, where SST minima are observed in boreal

summer, suggest the presence of cyclonic eddies

downstream of these capes. Binet (1997) is also in

favor of this hypothesis. However, according to this

last author, the cyclonic eddies hypothesis must be

verified by other observations and model. Djakouré
et al. (2014) confirmed the presence of trapped

cyclonic eddies downstream of capes. Theses cy-

clonic eddies have been found to be generated by

interactions between capes and the Guinea Current.

However, as mentioned previously, Djakouré et al.

(2014) have shown that coastal upwelling is still

present without these cyclonic eddies rejecting this

hypothesis.

3) The Ekman pumping caused by wind stress curl.

Colin (1991) has put forward the wind stress curl as
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another additive possible mechanism. This influence

between SST and wind stress curl was first suggested

by the works of Katz and Garzoli (1982) and Garzoli

and Katz (1983) and also by Philander and

Pacanowski (1986) from the outputs of a tropical

Atlantic model forced by climatology wind, from

1982 to 1984.

4) The remote influence of the equatorial ocean through

the propagation of equatorial Kelvin waves, generat-

ing coastal-trapped waves along the African coast

(Moore et al. 1978; Clarke 1979; Servain et al. 1982;

Picaut 1983). Using a linearmodel,Moore et al. (1978)

found that an accumulation of surface waters is

observed along the Brazilian coast after an intensifi-

cation of the trade winds in the western basin. A zonal

pressure gradient is settled in to compensate the force

due to the wind stress. This results in a spread of

equatorial Kelvin waves fromwest to east and coastal-

trapped waves along the African coast. It is followed

by a rise of the thermal structure at the equator and in

the Gulf of Guinea. This rise spreads the slope of the

thermocline and generated coastal upwelling. Picaut

(1983) also supported this theory but advocated that

more measurements and other analysis of the thermal

structure with model’s surface need to be done before

fully validating this hypothesis.

A combination of all these causes has also been pro-

posed (Colin 1988; Roy 1995). Because Djakouré et al.

(2014) have already been able to rule out the cyclonic

eddies generated downstream of capes as a cause of

coastal upwelling, the focus of this paper will be on an-

other possible upwelling cause: the influence of the de-

tachment of the Guinea Current.

In this paper, we use a numerical model to test the

influence of the detachment of the Guinea Current as a

potential cause of coastal upwelling in the northern Gulf

of Guinea. Flowing eastward all year long with surface

current speeds of about 50 cm s21 and a thickness of

about 30 to 40m deep, the Guinea Current is the prin-

cipal current of the northern Gulf of Guinea (Longhurst

1962; Ingham 1970). The Guinea Current is flowing

along the western African coast between 28 and 58N
(approximately 200 km in width). Considered an ex-

tension of the North Equatorial Countercurrent

(NECC), the Guinea Current transport is minimum in

boreal winter and maximum in summer, with velocities

reaching 100 cm s21. Note that the boreal summer cor-

responds to the major upwelling season (Richardson

and Walsh 1986; Arnault 1987; Richardson and

Reverdin 1987). The average transport of the Guinea

Current has been estimated at about 2 to 5 Sv (1 Sv [
106m3 s21) by Kolodziejczyk (2008).

Dynamical upwelling associated with current de-

tachment can be an efficient process for coastal up-

welling. Such a process has been observed, for example,

inshore of the East Madagascar Current, at the southern

tip of Madagascar (Machu et al. 2002). Inertia is key for

current detachment (Chao et al. 1996; Özgökmen et al.

1997). Using a numerical model, José (2013) and José
et al. (2016) have shown explicitly that the upwelling

south of Madagascar is induced by the detachment of

the East Madagascar Current. In a model simulation

where the terms responsible for the advection of

momentum (the inertia) have been canceled, the East

Madagascar Current remains attached to the continen-

tal shelf and the upwelling cell south of Madagascar

vanishes. The cancellation of advection of momentum

can be seen as a linearization of the momentum equa-

tions for a low Rossby number. The absence of advec-

tion of momentum in a primitive equations model

prevents the detachment of currents as well as the oc-

currence of eddies. This latter characteristic has been

used, for example, by Gruber et al. (2011) and José
et al. (2016).

A methodology equivalent to the one described by

Gruber et al. (2011) and José et al. (2016) is used in the

present study, which is a continuity of the work of

Djakouré et al. (2014). To determine if the Guinea

Current detachment is the cause of coastal upwelling, we

have conducted two simulations of a high-resolution

oceanmodel of the region.We have compared a realistic

simulation (where the upwelling is present and corre-

sponds to observations) with an idealized experiment

where the inertial effects are canceled. In addition, re-

sults from high-resolution local wind effects are also

analyzed. Although the northern coast of the Gulf of

Guinea is mainly zonally oriented, the Ghanaian coast

to the east presents a slant that tends to align with the

winds, favoring wind-driven upwelling (Adamec and

O’Brien 1978; Toualy et al. 2012; Djakouré et al. 2014).

2. Methodology approach

a. Ocean model configuration for the Guinea Current

The ocean circulation model used is based on the

Institut de Recherche pour le Développement (IRD)

version of the Regional Oceanic Modeling System

(ROMS; Shchepetkin and McWilliams 2003, 2005).

ROMS solves the primitive Navier–Stokes equations

with a free sea surface elevation and following the

Boussinesq and hydrostatic approximations.

ROMS has been first conceived for the study of

coastal and regional oceanic processes at high resolu-

tion, such as coastal upwelling, using a generalized,
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terrain-following, vertical coordinate (Marchesiello et al.

2003; Marchesiello and Estrade 2009; Veitch et al. 2009;

Marchesiello and Estrade 2010). Such a topography-

following coordinate allows a better representation

of coastal processes and topographic effects (Song and

Haidvogel 1994).

The model is based on higher-order numerical

schemes. A third-order upwind advection scheme is split

into a centered fourth-order advection operator and a

rotated biharmonic diffusion operator with flow-

dependent hyperdiffusivity to improve the conservation

of water masses properties (Marchesiello et al. 2009). A

K-profile parameterization (Large et al. 1994) is used for

the parameterization of the unresolved turbulence.

To maintain the model stability and suppress spurious

reflections, a mixed passive–active radiation scheme

with adaptive nudging and sponge layers (Marchesiello

et al. 2001) are used for the lateral boundaries of the

large-scale parent domain. Explicit lateral viscosity is set

to zero out of the sponge layers of 10 grid points, at the

open boundaries of the parent grid, where it increases

smoothly in order to prevent model inconsistencies

(Marchesiello et al. 2001).

The IRD version of ROMS has a two-way nesting ca-

pability, which allows a large-scale grid to interact with a

higher-resolution coastal grid (Blayo and Debreu 1999;

Debreu and Blayo 2008; Debreu et al. 2012). The

boundary conditions of the nested child grid are given by

the parent grid, while the solution of the parent grid is

updated by the high-resolution child grid. This two-way

embedding methodology is based on the library Adaptive

GridRefinement in Fortran (AGRIF;Debreu et al. 2012).

This model configuration has been implemented to

simulate the ocean circulation in the northern Gulf of

Guinea. A complete description and evaluation of the

configuration is given by Djakouré et al. (2014). The

large-scale model configuration encompasses the tropi-

cal Atlantic at a horizontal grid resolution of 1/58 (ap-
proximately 22 km) with an embedded high spatial

resolution grid in the Gulf of Guinea at 1/158 (approxi-
mately 7 km; Djakouré et al. 2014). A configuration of

the Guinea Current system should take into account the

whole basin to allow for equatorial Kelvin waves gener-

ated after a change in tradewinds off theBrazilian coast to

influence the coastal upwelling. It should also include the

major currents of the area of interest (Servain et al. 1982;

Picaut 1983; Djakouré et al. 2014). The model domain

extends from 658W to 158E in longitude and from 108S to

148N in latitude for the parent grid (Fig. 1a). The child grid

extends from 128W to 128E in longitude and from 48S to

88N in latitude (the black box in Fig. 1b).

The model is run for 10 years, forced by the monthly

wind stress from the Scatterometer Climatology of

Ocean Winds (SCOW) at the surface (Risien and

Chelton 2008) and by the World Ocean Atlas 2009

(WOA09) monthly climatology at the open boundaries.

The surface heat and freshwater fluxes are derived from

the monthly climatology of the Comprehensive Ocean–

Atmosphere Data Set (COADS; Da Silva et al. 1994).

The ability of this configuration to correctly reproduce

the ocean dynamics such as the mean state and the

seasonal cycle of the known ocean circulation has been

addressed by Djakouré et al. (2014).

b. Idealized experiment

In the present study, we investigate the effects of the

detachment of the Guinea Current on the coastal up-

welling in the northern Gulf of Guinea. To do so, we

compare the realistic model experiment described

above (used as a reference) with an idealized experi-

ment (called NogradU), in which the terms responsible

for the detachment of the Guinea Current have been

canceled. These terms are the nonlinear advection terms

in the horizontal momentum balance highlighted by a

brace on the left-hand side of Eqs. (1) and (2):
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where x, y, and z (m) are, respectively, the zonal, me-

ridional, and vertical directions in the Cartesian co-

ordinate system; u and y (m s21) are the zonal and the

meridional components of the flow; t (s) is the time;

ro (1025kgm
23) is the reference density; P (kgm21 s22)

is the pressure; f (s21) is the Coriolis parameter; and

Ky (m
2 s21) the vertical coefficient of turbulent viscosity.

As common practice for regional modeling with

ROMS, no explicit horizontal turbulent viscosity is

added in the momentum equations (Marchesiello et al.

2003; Gruber et al. 2011). We rely on the limited dis-

sipation associated with the third-order upstream ad-

vection scheme for the dissipation at grid scale. This is

represented by the termsDu andDy in Eqs. (1) and (2).

When canceling the advection of momentum, this

small-scale dissipation is removed as well as the eddy

cascading by nonlinear interactions (Gruber et al.

2011). For consistency, we did not reintroduce any ex-

plicit viscosity to compensate for this lack of dissipation in

the NogradU experiment. This could result in some nu-

merical grid-level noise for the velocities (Gruber et al.

2011). The resulting linearized equations of momentum are
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integrated with the other equations of the model, all the

parameters being kept identical as in the reference experi-

ment. The comparisons are based on model outputs from

years 5 to 10 for both simulations.

c. Wind-driven upwelling

Although coastal upwelling in the northern Gulf of

Guinea cannot be explained at large scale by offshore

Ekman transport (Bakun 1978), an analysis is made to

determine whether smaller-scale wind structures could

affect the cooling in coastal regions. Ekman transports

responsible for wind-driven coastal upwelling are cal-

culated from the formula of Bakun (1973) [Eq. (3)]:

E
k
52

t
alongshore

r
o
f

, (3)

where Ek is the offshore Ekman transport per unit

of coastline (m3 s21 m21) and talongshore is the along-

shore wind stress component (Nm22) extracted from

the monthly wind stress SCOW (Risien and

Chelton 2008).

d. Datasets

In situ measurements and satellite products are used

for comparisons with the reference model simulation.

We use two independent datasets for the SST annual-

mean and seasonal variations:

1) the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research

Organization (CSIRO) Atlas of Regional Seas 2009

(CARS; Dunn and Ridgway 2002), gridded on a global

grid at a resolution of 1/28 (www.cmar.csiro.au/cars); and

2) the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiome-

ter (MODIS) from the Terra satellite of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), at

4-km horizontal spatial resolution. (These data are

available at http://oceandata.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov.)

The near-surface velocities from the Global Drifter

Center of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-

ministration (NOAA; www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/dac/

dacdata.html), gridded at a 1/28 3 1/28 resolution

(Lumpkin and Johnson 2013), are compared with the

model mean surface circulation.

Furthermore, the sea surface height (SSH) satellite

altimeter products produced by AVISO (www.aviso.

altimetry.fr) are used to evaluate the model SSH and

derived circulation. This dataset is interpolated on a
1/48-resolution grid and covers the period from 14 Octo-

ber 1992 to 27 December 2011 (Ducet et al. 2000).

3. Results and analysis

a. Model and data comparisons

The ability of the model to accurately simulate the

ocean dynamics of the tropical Atlantic and the Gulf of

FIG. 1. Maps of the spatial distribution of the annual-mean zonal velocity U (m s21) in the tropical Atlantic for

(a) NOAA’s drifters and (b) the idealized experiment. The contour interval is 0.1m s21. The black box in

(b) delineates the child domain. As in (a),(b), but in the northern Gulf of Guinea for (c) NOAA’s drifters and

(d) the idealized experiment. The contour interval is 0.1m s21. The mean SSHs (cm) representing the surface

geostrophic circulation [contour intervals are 2 cm in (a) and (b) and 0.5 cm in (c) and (d)] are superimposed in

black solid lines for (left) AVISO observations and (right) the reference experiment.
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Guinea Currents system (left and right panels in Fig. 1)

has been already supported by Djakouré et al. (2014). In
addition, to evaluate the configuration capability in re-

producing the coastal upwelling features, the SSTs are

presented in Fig. 2 for CARS, MODIS, and the refer-

ence experiment.

1) SURFACE OCEAN CIRCULATION

Figure 1 illustrates the mean characteristics of the

surface currents in the tropical Atlantic (Figs. 1a,b) and

the northern Gulf of Guinea (Figs. 1c,d). The zonal ve-

locities are represented by the NOAA drifter climatol-

ogy (top panels; Lumpkin and Johnson 2013) and the

reference model (bottom panels). The annual-mean

SSH, representing the mean geostrophic surface circu-

lation, is also shown for the observed mean dynamic

topography (top panels; Rio et al. 2011) and for the

reference model (bottom panels).

The annual-mean zonal velocities in the tropical Atlantic

for the reference experiment have already been evaluated

against the NOAA drifter climatology by Djakouré et al.

(2014), with satisfactory results (Figs. 1a,b). Themain zonal

components of the tropical current system (Bourlès et al.
1999; Schott et al. 2004) are illustrated: the westward North

Brazilian Current (NBC) along the Brazilian coast, the

westward South Equatorial Current (SEC) flowing be-

tween 28S and 28N, the eastwardNECC located between 48
and 118N, and the Guinea Current along the coast and

north of 28N.The SSH contours and the derived circulation

for the model are also comparable with the observations.

In the northern Gulf of Guinea (Figs. 1c,d), the

northern branch of the SEC is located around 28N, with

FIG. 2. Maps of the spatial distributions of the annual-mean SST (8C) in the northern Gulf of Guinea for

(a) CARS, (b) MODIS, and (c) the reference experiment. The contour interval is 0.28C. Time–latitude diagrams of

sea surface temperature (8C) at 58W, between 58N and 38S, for (d) CARS, (e) MODIS, and (f) the reference

experiment. The location of the transect is represented by the white dashed line in (a). The contour interval is 0.58C.
The time axis in months extends from December to January.
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comparable velocities for both observed and simulated

data. On the other hand, the SSH contours representing

the geostrophic current streamlines of the SEC simu-

lated by the model are slightly more tightened than the

observed ones. The observations and the model both

show that the Guinea Current is flowing eastward be-

tween 28N and the African coast with an average ve-

locity of about 0.5m s21. For both the model and

observations, the mean alongshore extension of the

Guinea Current velocity core ranges approximately

from 98W to 38E. They also both agree on the width of

the current of about 200km. However, the simulated

Guinea Current maximum velocity is slightly lower in

intensity by approximately 0.1m s21. The meandering

structure of the Guinea Current is noticeable on the

annual-mean sea surface height for both the model and

observations (Figs. 1c,d). This confirms the representa-

tion by the reference experiment of the mean aspects of

the Guinea Current in terms of width, path, and

amplitude.

2) SST ANNUAL-MEAN AND SEASONAL

VARIABILITY

Figure 2 presents the spatial distribution of the

annual-mean surface temperature, in the Gulf of

Guinea, for the climatology CARS (Fig. 2a), MODIS

satellite products (Fig. 2b), and the reference experi-

ment (Fig. 2c). The general characteristics of SST are

found in both the observations and the model. For each

product we observe three different areas: (i) a wide,

colder band between 28N and 38S, with temperatures

below 258C; (ii) a warmer zone with temperatures of

about 27.58C, between 28N and about 48N (extending

farther north in the northwest and the northeast); and

(iii) a colder area with temperature of 26.58C on aver-

age, along the northern coast of the Gulf of Guinea,

between 78W and 38E.
The model simulation captures the coastal signature of

upwelling seen in CARS: a local SST minimum east of

both Cape Palmas and Cape Three Points, as described

in previous studies (Koranteng and McGlade 2001;

Hardman-Mountford andMcGlade 2003).Although there

are good correspondences for the colder SST along the

coast for CARS and the reference experiment, MODIS

temperatures are warmer along the coast (about 18C).
The last three panels in Fig. 2 depict the seasonal

variability of SST. These are time–latitude diagrams of

SST extracted along 58W, between 58N and 38S, for
CARS climatology (Fig. 2d), MODIS satellite product

(Fig. 2e), and the model simulation (Fig. 2f). The ob-

served seasonal cycle of SST is in general well repro-

duced by the model. The known features of the warm

and cold seasons of this seasonal cycle are present. From

the end of December to March, a minor cold season is

shown between 58Nand 48N,with temperatures of about

27.58C for MODIS and the model. This minor cooling is

not depicted by CARS, which exhibits temperatures up

to 298C. Both simulated and observed SSTs present a

major warm period between February and May, with

maximum temperatures of about 298C for MODIS and

themodel and 308C for CARS.However, the warm peak

for CARS occurs between February and March,

1 month in advance compared to MODIS and the

model. A major cold period is observed from July to

September. A minor warm period is shown at the end of

October. During this latter, the temperatures for

MODIS and the model are 288C, while CARS temper-

atures reach 298C. Note that CARS is slightly warmer

(,18C) during the warm seasons than MODIS and the

model. These differences are within the range of dif-

ferences between in situ and satellite observations re-

ported for other upwelling systems (Dufois et al. 2012).

The SST minimum is reached in July for CARS, at

around 58N, with a value of 218C. CARS depicts the

coldest minimum. The SST minimum is reached in

August for MODIS and the model. However, as this

minimum value of 238C is reached at around 28S for

MODIS, a slight warm bias of 18C in the model can be

seen. Moreover, the described seasonal cycle is similar

to that shown by Jouanno et al. (2011, their Fig. 1b),

obtained from a 1/48-resolution NEMO ocean model and

the satellite product Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mis-

sion (TRMM) Microwave Imager (TMI).

To summarize, the mean modeled structure of the

Guinea Current is comparable with observations, and

also the annual mean and seasonal cycle in SST are

reproduced by the reference experiment with a signa-

ture of coastal upwelling. Along with the previous

comparisons made by Djakouré et al. (2014), these ele-

ments support the idea that this model is suitable for

addressing the processes responsible for coastal up-

welling in the Gulf of Guinea.

b. Effects of local winds on coastal upwelling

Along the coast of the Gulf of Guinea, by using

a wind stress climatology at a resolution of 18,
Bakun (1978) has shown that the maximum in Ekman

transport divergence in boreal summer does not co-

incide with the minimum in SST but is located farther

to the east. Nevertheless, Colin (1988) suggested that

wind effects (Ekman divergence and pumping) should

still be taken into account, especially east of Cape

Palmas. Here, a higher-resolution wind stress clima-

tology (SCOW) is used to revisit the effects of local

wind as a driver for coastal upwelling. By using

Eq. (3), we estimate the Ekman transport associated
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with Ekman transport divergence (generated by

alongshore wind stress).

Figures 3a and 3b depict the seasonal variability of

SST for the reference experiment (Fig. 3a) and of

Ekman transport (Fig. 3b) along the northern coast

of the Gulf of Guinea (the first grid points in the ocean:

around 7km), between 98Wand 68E. The isotherm 258C
is chosen as a threshold for the signature of coastal up-

welling. This value is chosen for the upwelling in the

eastern equatorial Atlantic because it is lower than the

average SST observed in June in this area (Bakun 1978;

Picaut 1983; Hardman-Mountford and McGlade 2003;

Caniaux et al. 2011).

Between June and October, a band of colder waters

extends between 7.78W and 38E as a clear signature of

the major coastal upwelling (Fig. 3a). Colder waters are

observed from early June around 08, east of Cape Three
Points, and from July around 78W, east of Cape Palmas.

For both regions, the SST reaches a minimum value of

238C inAugust.We note that the cold waters signal, with

SST lower than 238C, decreases in duration and ampli-

tude fromCape Palmas to Cape Three Points. The signal

regains strength east of Cape Three Points and de-

creases again farther east. The simulated SST exhibits

also a secondary minimum along the coast from Feb-

ruary to March, more visible around 68W. This corre-

sponds to the minor cold season of upwelling in the

northern Gulf of Guinea (Hardman-Mountford and

McGlade 2003; Toualy et al. 2012).

The Ekman transport is positive throughout the year

expected from November to January and May to July,

between 48W and the Cape Three Points (Fig. 3b).

In general, it increases from west to east (from 0.2 to

3m3 s21m21 around 1.58 and 38E inAugust). During the

major upwelling period, Ekman transport of about 0.2 to

2m3 s21m21 is found between Cape Palmas and 78W.

From June, the Ekman transport east of Cape Three

Points is greater than 2m3 s21m21. Amaximum value of

3m3 s21m21 is reached in August, around 1.58 and 38E.
Note that the maximum values of Ekman transport are

located east of the SST minimum values, as reported by

Bakun (1978).

Correspondences between Ekman transport and SST

are also noticeable during the minor upwelling season

(March), as also shown by Bakun (1978). In fact, this

minor upwelling appears to be associated with Ekman

transport of 1.5m3 s21m21 in March between 68
and 78W.

Our results present some noticeable differences be-

tween Cape Palmas and Cape Three Points. While the

Ekman transport is relatively large during bothminor and

major upwelling seasons east of Cape Three Points, it is

much lower (below 2m3 s21m21) during the major cold

season east of Cape Palmas. To summarize, there are

connections (as the highest value of Ekman transport is

reached in August and the minimum value of upwelled

SST is also observed during the samemonth) between the

seasonal cycle of coastal SST and the Ekman divergence

transport velocity east of Cape Three Points. This is not

the case east of Cape Palmas during the major upwelling

period. As described in the literature, wind-driven coastal

upwelling cannot explain this event.

c. Sensitivity study

A sensitivity test is conducted to investigate the poten-

tial role of Guinea Current detachment as an alternative

FIG. 3. Hovmöller longitude–time diagrams of (a) the reference

experiment SST (8C) and (b) the Ekman transport (m3 s21 m21),

inducing coastal divergence in the northern Gulf of Guinea, be-

tween 98Wand 68E, at the coast (the first grid points in the ocean are
around 7 km). The contour interval is 0.58C in (a) and 0.5m3 s21m21

in (b). The dashed black line at 7.78W(28W) represents the longitude

of Cape Palmas (Cape Three Points). The time axis in months ex-

tends from November to February.
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mechanism for coastal upwelling east of Cape Palmas. In

this section, the results of the NogradU experiment (i.e.,

the experiment in which advection of momentum is can-

celed but the tracers temperature and salinity advections

are maintained) are compared with the outputs of the

reference experiment.

1) LARGE-SCALE CIRCULATION AND

HYDROLOGY IN THE TROPICAL ATLANTIC

(i) Large-scale circulation

To test if the large-scale circulation is still represented

by the NogradU experiment, the spatial distribution of

the annual-mean zonal velocity in the tropicalAtlantic is

shown in Figs. 4a and 4b for the reference (Fig. 4a) and

NogradU (Fig. 4b) experiments. The known character-

istics of the mean zonal circulation (Bourlès et al. 1999;
Stramma et al. 2003) are represented in the reference

experiment (Fig. 4a). In the western basin, the along-

shore westward NBC is clearly shown with a maximum

velocity of about 0.8m s21 (Fig. 4a). The northern

(nSEC) and southern (sSEC) branches of the SEC are

located on both sides of the equator (around 28N and

28S). The eastward NECC is flowing between 118 and
48N and is connected with the Guinea Current in the

Gulf of Guinea. The Guinea Current located along the

African coast is the main surface current in our area of

interest.

A large-scale zonal pattern showing westward veloc-

ities for the SEC at the equator and eastward velocities

for the NECC and Guinea Current in the north is also

present in NogradU, but the zonal velocities are gener-

ally higher (Fig. 4b). The SEC is located in the center of

the basin, with an intensified northern branch (0.2m s21)

and a weaker northern extension. The NBC is still

present along the Brazilian coast, but it is intensified and

more coastally trapped. Numerical grid-scale noise can

be seen along the western boundary between the equa-

tor and 68S. As explained by Gruber et al. (2011) and

José et al. (2016), for consistency, no explicit viscosity

has been added to compensate for the lack of eddies in

the NogradU experiment. This induces an enhanced

numerical grid-level noise for the velocities at the

western boundaries and, interestingly, a structure of

alternating zonal jets for the NECC. As described by

Gruber et al. (2011) and as can be seen in Fig. 4b, this

numerical noise does not show an important impact on

temperature and salinity.

Between 48 and 118N, the NBC is still present with

similar velocity values as in the reference experiment.

The NECC structure is, however, different: in the

NogradU simulation, this current is flowing in the form

of westward zonal jets separated by zonal eastward jets,

as observed around 78N (Fig. 4b). We also note that the

NECC velocity appears slightly lower, compared with

the reference run. Despite these discrepancies, the

NECC connection with the Guinea Current in the Gulf

of Guinea can be observed in both simulations. The

Guinea Current is present in the NogradU experiment,

but it is now following closely the African coast in a

narrower band (Fig. 4b).

These findings are also portrayed by the mean SSH

and the derived surface circulation in the Gulf of

Guinea, as shown in Figs. 4c and 4d for the reference and

NogradU experiments, respectively. The large scale is

relatively similar between the reference and NogradU

simulations. Indeed, at the equator, the average circu-

lation is almost similar. The North Atlantic (around

128N) and South Atlantic (to 108S) Gyres are also well

presented.

The NECC is still observed in the NogradU experi-

ment in the western basin. However, it is flowing in the

form of westward zonal jets separated by zonal eastward

jets, as mentioned above. Along the Brazilian coast, the

tighter SSH contours depict the intensification of the

NBC. Furthermore, the retroflection of the NBC is sig-

nificantly marked. This result is expected because the

retroflection process is dominantly inertial.

In eastern basin, the GC is still present but trapped at

the coast. On the other side, the structure of the SEC is

not really influenced, unlike the NECC and the GC.

(ii) Spatial distributions of surface salinity and
temperature

No significant changes in the structure and magnitude

of the annual-mean sea surface salinity is reported in the

NogradU experiment (Fig. 5b), compared to the refer-

ence experiment (Fig. 5a). A slight difference is noted

for the 35.5 isohaline, showing a more zonal extension at

68N in the NogradU experiment. Also, around the NBC

retroflection area between 88 and 48N, the 34 isohaline

presents a more meridional extension.

The spatial representation of SST during the

major upwelling period [July–September (JAS)] is

portrayed for the reference experiment (Fig. 5c) and

the NogradU experiment (Fig. 5d). In absence of

advection of momentum, tropical instabilities waves

(TIWs) cannot be generated in NogradU. The TIWs

contribute to warm up the cold water tongue

(Menkès et al. 2002; Athié et al. 2009). Hence, the

absence of TIWs and the presence of a stronger SEC

(which might be related since TIWs could also

transfer momentum) in the NogradU experiment

result in colder SST at the equator and sharper fronts

on its northern and southern flanks. At the equator,

the 258C isotherm is found at the east of 218W for the
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reference simulation, while it extends to 318W for

NogradU.

Outside this equatorial band, differences in SST are

weak between NogradU and the reference experiment.

In the northern Gulf of Guinea, the 258C isotherm,

signature of coastal upwelling, is still present in the

NogradU simulation to the east of Cape Three Points.

The signature of coastal upwelling is no longer present

in NogradU east of Cape Palmas.

(iii) Vertical structure of temperature

Figure 6 presents vertical temperature sections

extracted at 108Wbetween 58S and 58N for the reference

FIG. 4. Maps of spatial distribution of the annual-mean zonal velocity U in m s21 in the

tropical Atlantic for (a) the reference experiment and (b) the idealized experiment. The

contour interval is 0.1m s21. Map of themean SSH (cm), representing the surface geostrophic

circulation (contour interval is 1 cm) for (c) the reference experiment and (d) the idealized

experiment.
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experiment (Fig. 6a) and the NogradU experiment

(Fig. 6b). The isopycnal contours s = 24.5, 25.5, 26.5,

and 26.75 are superimposed. In general, the two

vertical sections are relatively similar. A difference is

noted for the 288C isotherm at 48N. This isotherm

extends to 58N in the NogradU experiment. Another

difference in the s 5 26.5 and s 5 26.75 isopycnal

depths can be observed north of 38S; they are slightly

deeper in the NogradU simulation. At the equator,

the s 5 24.5 isopycnal in NogradU rises above 50m,

unlike the reference simulation, in agreement with

the 268C isotherm that is also closer to the surface.

These differences in the structure of the vertical iso-

therms around the equator should be induced by

differences in the Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC)

structure and magnitude when the nonlinear terms

FIG. 5. Maps of the spatial distribution of the annual-mean salinity in the tropical Atlantic

for (a) the reference experiment and (b) the idealized experiment. The contour interval is 0.1.

Spatial distributions of the major cold season (JAS) of SST (8C) in the tropical Atlantic for

(c) the reference experiment and (d) the idealized experiment. The contour interval is 0.58C.
The isotherms 238, 258, and 288C are represented as black lines.
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are set to zero (not shown). This is in agreement with

the identification of a dependence of the EUC to in-

ertial terms in the eastern basin by Wacongne (1989).

Nevertheless, the EUC is not the subject of our study

and does not influence our analysis and conclusions

on the coastal upwelling.

In summary, despite having canceled the advection of

momentum, the major features of the general circula-

tion and hydrology in the NogradU experiment are in

general preserved at large scale in the region of interest.

This gives us confidence and allows us to study the

dynamics of coastal upwelling through this sensitivity

test. We will now focus on the northern Gulf of Guinea

area.

2) OCEANIC CIRCULATION AND HYDROLOGY IN

THE GULF OF GUINEA

Effect of inertia on the Guinea Current

To illustrate the role of inertial terms on the Guinea

Current dynamics, Figs. 7a and 7b show the annual-

mean zonal currents (Fig. 7a) and the annual-mean SSH

FIG. 6. Maps of the mean temperature (8C), at 108W, between 58S and 58N, for the (a) reference experiment and

(b) the idealized experiment. The location of the transect is represented in the left panel by the dashed red line,

from A to B. The contour interval is 18C. The white dashed lines represent the isopycnal contours s 5 24.5, 25.5,

26.5, and 26.75.
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(Fig. 7b) for the NogradU experiment. The annual-

mean zonal currents and the SSH for the reference ex-

periment were described in section 3a(1) (Fig. 1d).

Although theGuinea Current is still present inNogradU

experiment, it differs from the reference experiment

through its spatial structure. For the reference exper-

iment (Fig. 1d), the Guinea Current is flowing east-

ward between 28N and the African coast on a width of

approximately 200 km. A maximum velocity of about

0.6m s21 is observed around 48N, between 7.58 and

68W. This current is stronger between 48N and 38N
than at the coast. In NogradU (Fig. 7a), the Guinea

Current is almost entirely confined in a narrow band

between the coast and the topographic slope. The ve-

locities are 3 times larger at the coast. A strong com-

ponent is trapped at the coast and the continental

shelf, with lower velocities south of 38N. Similar

changes in the Guinea Current structure are also evi-

denced through the annual-mean SSH (Fig. 7b).

Hence, in the realistic case, the scale defining the width

of the Guinea Current appears to be controlled by ad-

vection of momentum. By analogy with previous work on

western boundary currents (Charney 1955), we could

suppose that theGuineaCurrent adjusts to the coast as an

inertial boundary layer. In absence of inertia, the Guinea

Current is still present but does not detach from the coast.

Farther south, the nSEC spatial structure remains un-

changed in absence of the advection of momentum.

3) COASTAL UPWELLING AND LINK WITH THE

GUINEA CURRENT DETACHMENT

(i) Spatial distributions of annual-mean and major
upwelling season mean temperature

The maps of the annual-mean SST in the Gulf of

Guinea, for the reference and NogradU experiments,

are given in Figs. 8a and 8b. The SSTminimum observed

south of 28N, signature of the Atlantic cold tongue, re-

main almost unchanged between the two simulations.

The path of the Guinea Current appears warmer be-

tween 38 and 58N in the NogradU experiment. This

might be due to larger intrusion of warm waters by the

Guinea Current and reduced exchanges with the At-

lantic cold tongue in absence of TIWs.

Themost striking differences are found between 48Nand

the coast, east of Cape Palmas. Here, the minimum tem-

perature zone observed east of Cape Palmas in the refer-

ence experiment has completely disappeared. The SST,

with a value of 25.88C between 7.58 and 68W in the refer-

ence experiment, now reaches 27.88–27.68C in absence of

inertial effects. East of Cape Three Points, only small

changes in temperature are observed. SST differences be-

tween the two simulations do not here exceed 0.58C.
Figures 8c and 8d present the SST in the region during

the major upwelling season (July–August–September) for

the reference and NogradU experiments. Obviously, dur-

ing this season, the differences between the signatures of

the upwelling event east of Cape Palmas and east of Cape

Three Points are more visible. Indeed, east of Cape of

Palmas, the 258C isotherm is no more present, and dif-

ferences of 2.68C are observed (Fig. 8d). Even in the core

of the upwelling season, the surface signature of upwelling

vanishes almost entirely. This is not the case east of Cape

Three Points, where the 258C isotherm is still present.

(ii) Seasonal variability of temperature and
thermocline depth

These findings are corroborated by the seasonal cycle

of SST (Fig. 9) and thermocline depth (Figs. 10b,c, 11a, b).

As described in section 3b, the upwelling signature is

marked by water below 258C downstream of the two

capes between June and October (Fig. 3a). When non-

linear terms are removed, and thus the Guinea Current

is trapped at the coast, coastal upwelling is still present

east of Cape Three Points (Fig. 9). East of Cape Palmas,

between 7.78 and 48W, the upwelling has disappeared

FIG. 7. (top) Annual-mean zonal velocity U (m s21) in the

northernGulf of Guinea for the idealized experiment. The contour

interval is 0.1m s21. The isobaths 100, 250, 500, and 1000m are

superimposed in blue lines. (bottom) Mean SSH (m) and derived

surface circulation (0.5 cm contour interval) in the northernGulf of

Guinea for the idealized experiment. The flow direction is in-

dicated by the arrows.
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almost completely. SST does not go below 25.58C. The
detachment of the Guinea Current appears to be the

cause of this upwelling.

Although it is not the main focus of our study, we can

also note that the minor upwelling in February–April

east of Cape Palmas has also disappeared, while there

are still colder waters east of Cape Three Points. This

suggests that the minor and the major coastal upwelling

are both strongly related to the Guinea Current de-

tachment and nonlinear dynamics.

Figure 10a presents the Ekman transport and the

model-derived vertical velocities at 20m (corresponding

to the base of the surfacemixed layer; see Fig. 10b) for the

reference and the idealized experiments. To allow a direct

comparison with the results of Bakun (1978), they are

averaged over 18 from the shore. The vertical velocities of

the NogradU experiment had to be filtered by a 5-points

alongshore runningmean because of the presence of noise

due to the absence of explicit horizontal turbulent vis-

cosity in the momentum equations (Gruber et al. 2011;

José et al. 2016). Inmost of theROMSmodel simulations,

we rely on the dissipative properties of the third-order

upstream advection scheme to filter the grid-scale noise.

As explained by Gruber et al. (2011), this is absent in

NogradU since we did not add any explicit horizontal

turbulent viscosity for consistency.

The Ekman offshore transport is on average negative

west of Cape Palmas and positive from the east of Cape

Palmas to 38E. Figure 10a confirms the importance of

the detachment of theGuineaCurrent past Cape Palmas

for the presence of upwelling and the dominance of the

wind-driven upwelling east of Cape Three Points. For

the reference experiment, vertical velocities are partic-

ularly large (up to 4.2mday21) off Cape Palmas due to

the current detachment past the cape and are almost

zero farther east. They increase again, following the

Ekman offshore transport, east of Cape Three Points. In

FIG. 8. (top)Maps of spatial distributions of the annual-mean SST (8C) and (bottom) themajor cold season (JAS)

temperature (8C) in the northern Gulf of Guinea, for (a),(c) the reference experiment and (b),(d) the idealized

experiment. The contour interval is 0.28C.

FIG. 9. Longitude–time SST (8C) diagram for the idealized ex-

periment, along the coast (the first grid points in the ocean are

around 7 km), in the northernGulf of Guinea from 98Wto 68E. The
contour interval is 0.58C. The dashed black line at 7.78W (28W)

represents the longitude of Cape Palmas (Cape Three Points). The

time axis in months extends from November to February.
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the NogradU experiment, vertical velocities show a

weaker maximum at Cape Palmas (illustrating local

geostrophic adjustment and local wind effects past the

cape) and are roughly following the Ekman offshore

transport pattern from 78W to 18E.
In addition, the shoaling of the thermocline is also a

common measurement for the presence of upwelling.

Figures 10b and 10c present the depth of the thermo-

cline during the major upwelling season for the refer-

ence (Fig. 10b) and NogradU (Fig. 10c) experiments.

The thermocline depth is represented by the depth of

the 208C isotherm (Hughes 1981; Houghton 1983;

Gourdeau et al. 2000). The thermocline is shallower in

the east of Cape Palmas than in the east of Cape Three

Points (Fig. 10b). We note that the thermocline is in

general deeper along the coast in the NogradU simula-

tion. Between 18 and 48N, the thermocline remains al-

most at the same depth (around 60-m depth; Fig. 10b).

Themain difference between these experiments is found

along the coast.

Furthermore, Figs. 11a and 11b show the seasonal

variations of the thermocline depth for the reference

experiment (Fig. 11a) and NogradU experiment

(Fig. 11b). The thermocline is also in general deeper

along the coast in the NogradU simulation. In JAS,

during the major upwelling season, the thermocline is

around 20–30-m depth east of Cape Palmas in the ref-

erence simulation, while it is around 40–50-m depth in

the NogradU experiment. More relevant, we can note

that between 78 and 68W, where cooling is usually the

most intense (in the reference experiment), the deep-

ening of the thermocline is the strongest. A deepening is

also noticeable between the reference and NogradU

experiments east of Cape Three Points but with weaker

amplitude. It reflects the SST decrease observed at the

surface in the east of Cape Palmas.

Thus, the effects of the Guinea Current detachment,

brought to light by the canceling of advection of mo-

mentum, are important east of Cape Palmas, where the

surface signature of themajor coastal upwelling does not

appear anymore. On the contrary, these effects are weak

east of Cape Three Points, where the coastal upwelling

event, although slightly weaker, is still present.

(iii) The vorticity equation balance

The vertical pumping derived from the vertically in-

tegrated vortex stretching term is illustrated in Fig. 12.

This diagnostic has been derived from an integrated

vorticity equation [obtained from the model tendency

terms and averaged in time for the cold season from

years 4 to 9; Eq. (4)]:
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where w2h is the vertical pumping at the base of the

layer (of thickness h5 20m), f is the Coriolis parameter

FIG. 10. (a) Offshore Ekman transport (m3 s21 m21; blue), model-derived vertical velocities (m day21) for the reference experiment

(red) and model-derived vertical velocities (m day21) for the idealized experiment (gray) during the major cold season (JAS), averaged

over 18 from the shore. The model-derived vertical velocities are extracted at 20m. The dashed black line at 7.78W (28W) represents the

longitude of Cape Palmas (Cape Three Points). Maps of spatial distributions of the major cold season thermocline depth (m) in the

northernGulf ofGuinea, for (b) the reference experiment and (c) the idealized experiment. The contour interval is 2.5m. The isolines240

and 260m are represented in black solid lines.
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and b its meridional derivative, and z is the free-surface

elevation. The terms u and y (m s21) are the zonal and

the meridional components of the flow, z (m) is the

vertical direction in the Cartesian coordinate system, t is

the alongshore wind stress component (Nm22), and

ro (1025kgm
23) is the reference density.

For consistency with the previous section, the vorticity

equation is integrated from 20m to the surface.

Figure 12a presents the mean, summer, modeled, verti-

cal velocities at 20m. They are in close correspondence

with the reconstructed vertical pumping from Eq. (4)

(Fig. 12b, correlation5 0.81 over the region 18–78N and

108W–28E). Figure 12c shows unambiguously that ad-

vection of momentum is the main contributor of vertical

pumping (here more than 6mday21) off Cape Palmas,

while wind stress curl is mostly forcing downwelling

(Fig. 12e). The contribution of advection of momentum

is weaker off Cape Three Points, with here a faint up-

welling contribution from the wind stress curl. Offshore

of the Guinea Current (between 88W and 08 and be-

tween 28 and 48N), the balance is dominated by an

equilibrium between advection and beta effect (Figs. 12c

and 12d) with weak vertical pumping.

In summary, the findings of these analyses mainly show

that two changes are marked when inertial terms are re-

moved: (i) the spatial structure of the Guinea Current is

different as the Guinea Current is no more detached from

the coast, (ii) the coastal upwelling east of Cape Palmas

disappears unlike the one east of Three Points, and

(iii) the advection of momentum is the main contributor

of vertical pumping off Cape Palmas, while the contri-

bution of this term is weaker off Cape Three Points.

4. Discussion and conclusions

Several hypotheses have been put forward in the past

to explain the presence of coastal upwelling in the

northern Gulf of Guinea: wind-driven upwelling, effects

of eddies, presence of the Guinea Current, and/or re-

mote influence of equatorial dynamics (Ingham 1970;

Marchal and Picaut 1977; Bakun 1978; Clarke 1979;

Servain et al. 1982; Picaut 1983; Colin 1988, 1991; Colin

et al. 1993; Roy 1995; Binet 1997). So far, no definite

explanation exists for the presence of this upwelling.

This paper presents the results of an ocean model to test

if the coastal upwelling in the northern Gulf of Guinea

is a consequence of detachment of the Guinea Current

from the coast and of local winds.

After assessing the quality of a realistic reference

experiment in reproducing the known aspects of the

circulation and hydrology in the region, a sensitivity

experiment in which advection of momentum is can-

celed is performed. As seen in other parts of the World

Ocean (Chao et al. 1996; José 2013; José et al. 2016),

these nonlinear terms are responsible for the de-

tachment of the Guinea Current from the coast.

Although the advection of momentum affects the large-

scale ocean dynamics [e.g., the EUC (Wacongne 1989)],

the general patterns of the large-scale circulation (i.e.,

the westward-flowing SEC and the eastward-flowing

NECC) and hydrology are still present in the NoGradU

experiment. In this case, the Atlantic cold tongue is more

intense and extends to thewest of the basin. These changes

in the center of the basin when advection of momentum

has been canceled could be attributed to the absence of the

TIWs, which contribute to warm up the Atlantic cold

tongue (Menkès et al. 2002; Athié et al. 2009).

FIG. 11. Longitude–time diagrams of the thermocline depth (m)

along the coast (the first grid points in the ocean are around 7 km)

in the northern Gulf of Guinea, from 98W to 68E, for (a) the ref-

erence experiment and (b) the idealized experiment. The contour

interval is 5m. The dashed black line at 7.78W(28W) represents the

longitude of Cape Palmas (Cape Three Points). The time axis in

months extends from November to February.
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In the northern Gulf of Guinea, the spatial structure of

the Guinea Current is substantially modified by the ab-

sence of advection of momentum in the NoGradU ex-

periment. In the reference experiment (and in the

observations), the Guinea Current shows a broad exten-

sion over 200km from the coast.Without the advection of

momentum, the Guinea Current is now confined in a

narrow band close to the coast with increased velocities

and is controlled by bottom topography. As the Guinea

Current is no more detached from the coast, these results

suggest that the dynamics of theGuinea Current depends

strongly on the inertial terms.

Figure 12 shows that the offshore side is controlled

by a balance between advection of vorticity and beta. This

is in agreement with the inertial boundary layer along a

northern wall proposed by Fofonoff (1954). The thickness

of the boundary layer is here defined by the balance be-

tween advection of vorticity and beta: dI 5 (U/b)1/2, using

U5 1ms21 for the Guinea Current and b 5 2.33 10211

at 58N. We obtain dI 5 210km, which corresponds ap-

proximately to the width of the Guinea Current (see

Fig. 1). This also confirms the argument of Picaut (1983),

who was questioning the suitability of the use of linear

(i.e., without advection of momentum) numerical models

to address the ocean dynamics and the coastal upwelling

in the region (Clarke 1979; Moore et al. 1978).

In relation to the nondetachment of the Guinea

Current from the coast, the absence of the isotherm 258C
east of Cape Palmas, the seasonal cycle of the SST, and

the deepening of the thermocline east of Cape Palmas

indicate that (i) there are no more cold waters upwelled

east of Cape Palmas and that (ii) a cooling of surface

water is still present east of Cape Three Points. These

results suggest that two different mechanisms are in-

volved for the coastal upwelling east of Cape Palmas and

east of Cape Three Points.

FIG. 12. (a) Model mean summer vertical velocities at 20m (mday21), (b) reconstructed vertical pumping

(m day21), and (c),(d),(e) its contributions (m day21) from a vorticity balance on a surface layer of 20m over the

summer months for 6 yr of the reference experiment. Black contours (1 cm contour interval) represent the mean

free-surface elevation for this season. The terms of the vorticity balance are the advection of vorticity in (c), the beta

effect in (d), and the wind stress curl in (e) [see Eq. (4)].
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East of Cape Palmas, the absence of momentum

advection in the NoGradU experiment results in the

total disappearance of the surface signature of coastal

upwelling. Hence, the upwelling of Cape Palmas can be

explained by the nonlinear dynamics of the Guinea

Current and its detachment from the coast. Several

examples exist in western boundary currents of the

existence of upwelling driven by the detachment of a

current over a widening shelf. This is the case, for ex-

ample, south of Madagascar (Lutjeharms and Machu

2000; Machu et al. 2002; José et al. 2016), east of Aus-

tralia (Oke and Middleton 2000), and in northeastern

Florida (Janowitz and Pietrafesa 1982). Janowitz and

Pietrafesa (1982) show how an inertial flow above a

varying topography can create upwelling. The effects of

inertia for the current driving upwelling south of Mada-

gascar have been illustrated by José et al. (2016). It ap-

pears that the same process is occurring in the Gulf of

Guinea. Ingham (1970) has proposed that the upwelling

could be related to a shallowing of the thermocline be-

tweenMarch and July. This shallowing of the thermocline

is induced by geostrophic adjustment across the Guinea

Current. In the NoGradU experiment, although trapped

to the shore, the Guinea Current still exists and still

follows a geostrophic balance. This shows that the rising of

isopycnals associated with the geostrophic balance is not

sufficient for the presence of upwelling.

The mechanism of a coastal upwelling induced by the

effects of inertia on the Guinea Current detachment is

supported and consistent with the work of Colin (1988).

For this author, the latitudinal extension of the Guinea

Current would be the cooling mechanism east of Cape

Palmas. He showed that the variability of SST for coastal

stations of Côte d’Ivoire was related to the intensity and

the latitudinal extension of the Guinea Current. His

study also revealed that the thermocline is closer to the

surface at the coast in boreal summer, when the Guinea

Current is located offshore and not confined only to the

continental shelf (as in the NogradU experiment).

Therefore, it appears that the upwelling of Cape Palmas

is explained by the nonlinear dynamics of the Guinea

Current and its detachment from the coast.

The results of the Ekman offshore transport and the

model-derived vertical velocities analysis give additional

information about the coastal upwelling dynamics. In-

deed, it shows how the detachment of the Guinea Current

past Cape Palmas is able to create locally strong vertical

velocities. The NogradU experiment is still producing

positive vertical velocities, but they are not sufficient to

create a significant surface upwelling signature. The im-

portance of the detachment of the Guinea Current past

Cape Palmas for the presence of upwelling and the

dominance of the wind-driven upwelling east of Cape

Three Points are proven. The inertial effects and topo-

graphic variations result in important vertical velocities

past Cape Palmas, as for the northeastern Florida up-

welling (Janowitz and Pietrafesa 1982).

Furthermore, a vorticity balance obtained from the

model tendency terms gives us confidence in these results.

The advection of momentum is the main contributor of

vertical pumping off Cape Palmas, while the contribution

of this term is weaker off Cape Three Points. The wind

stress curl is mostly forcing downwelling east of Cape

Palmas and a slight upwelling contribution is found east of

Cape Three Points. This confirms that the upwelling off

Cape Palmas is explained by pumping through balance

with the advective terms. This upwelling is due to vertical

pumping, induced by advection of momentum in an

equivalent manner as derived by Janowitz and Pietrafesa

[1982, see their Eq. (11)]; advection of vorticity associated

with the geostrophic flow results in a divergence and

vertical pumping at first order.

For the case of the upwelling that is still present east of

Cape Three Points in the NoGradU experiment, the

analysis of seasonal patterns of SST, Ekman transport di-

vergence, and the vorticity balance indicates that this

cooling may be linked to local wind effects: Ekman

transport coastal divergence (Fig. 10a) and a slight con-

tribution of Ekman pumping induced by wind stress curl

(Fig. 12e). TheGhanaian coast presents amoremeridional

coastal trend and thus ismore parallel to thewinds (Toualy

et al. 2012). Indeed, the shelf bathymetry is different be-

tween the two capes, as showed in Fig. 7. The continental

shelf east of Cape Three Points is wider than the one east

of Cape Palmas. The response of the water temperature to

the same upwelling-favorable wind stress could be differ-

ent between the two capes. The temperature response is

more rapid east of Cape Palmas, where the thermocline is

shallower (Fig. 10b; Fig. 11a) for upwelling-favorable wind

stress. However, because of the coastline orientation and

the wind stress direction, the wind stress around Cape

Palmas is less upwelling favorable than the wind stress

aroundCapeThree Points. The values of Ekman transport

divergence are significant and can induce cooling east of

Cape Three Points, even if we found that the maximum

wind-driven velocity is located 300km east of the colder

surface waters, as reported byBakun (1978). Thismight be

due to the presence of the cape. Figure 10 shows that al-

though this is smaller than at Cape Palmas, there is still an

effect of the cape on upwelling at Cape Three Points.

This work highlights the importance of inertial terms

on ocean dynamics in the Gulf of Guinea. To our

knowledge, the inertia effect on this eastern part of the

tropical Atlantic has not been documented yet. Indeed,

Picaut (1983) questioned the adequacy of linear nu-

merical models to explain the generation process of
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coastal upwelling in this region. These models do not

take into account the nonlinear advection terms (Clarke

1979; Moore et al. 1978).

From the list of possible explanations for coastal up-

welling in the Gulf of Guinea (wind-driven upwelling,

effects of eddies, presence of the Guinea Current, and

remote influence of equatorial dynamics), Djakouré
et al. (2014) were able to rule out the effects of capes and

eddies as a cause for upwelling. In their model simula-

tion, upwelling was still occurring in the absence of capes

and in the absence of the cyclonic eddies generated east

of them. Here, it is now possible to highlight

d the detachment of the Guinea Current from the coast

(Colin 1988) and the advection of vorticity associated

with the geostrophic flow, resulting in a divergence and

vertical pumping at first order as the principalmechanism

explaining coastal upwelling east of Cape Palmas; and
d thewind-drivenupwelling explaining cold, upwelledwaters

east of Cape Three Points, as suggested by Bakun (1978),

Adamec and O’Brien (1978), and Toualy et al. (2012).

Now, further investigation would be needed to de-

termine the potential effects of the coastal-trapped

Kelvin waves of equatorial origin. Although such

waves cannot be fully responsible for upwelling (since

upwelling already occurs in an adjusted climatology

experiment such as described here), they could modu-

late the signal by rising and lowering the thermocline.
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